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DECENTRALIZED DECISION MAKING FOR NETWORKS OF UNCERTAIN
SYSTEMS
GEORGIOS DARIVIANAKIS, ANGELOS GEORGHIOU AND JOHN LYGEROS
Abstract. Distributed model predictive control (MPC) has been proven a successful method in regulating
the operation of large-scale networks of constrained dynamical systems. This paper is concerned with coop-
erative distributed MPC in which the decision actions of the systems are usually derived by the solution of a
system-wide optimization problem. However, formulating and solving such large-scale optimization problems
is often a hard task which requires extensive information communication among the individual systems and
fails to address privacy concerns in the network. Hence, the main challenge is to design decision policies with
a prescribed structure so that the resulting system-wide optimization problem to admit a loosely coupled
structure and be amendable to distributed computation algorithms. In this paper, we propose a decentral-
ized problem synthesis scheme which only requires each system to communicate sets which bound its states
evolution to neighboring systems. The proposed method alleviates concerns on privacy since this limited com-
munication scheme does not reveal the exact characteristics of the dynamics within each system. In addition,
it enables a distributed computation of the solution, making our method highly scalable. We demonstrate
in a number of numerical studies, inspired by engineering and finance, the efficacy of the proposed approach
which leads to solutions that closely approximate those obtained by the centralized formulation only at a
fraction of the computational effort.
1. Introduction
Operation of large-scale networks of interacting dynamical systems remains an active field of research due
to its high impact on real-world applications, e.g., regulation of power networks [1] and energy management
of building districts [2]. For system of this scale, the design and deployment of a centralized controller is
often difficult due to computation and communication limitations, and also prohibitive in cases the individual
systems need to retain a certain degree of privacy. In such cases, it is desirable the design of interacting local
controllers which rely only on local computational resources and a distributed communication network with
a prescribed structure.
The problem of synthesizing optimal distributed controllers based on an arbitrary communication structure
typically amounts to an infinite-dimensional, non-convex optimization problem and is a known NP-hard [3].
For that reason, several studies have been devoted to identifying communication structures under which the
problem of designing optimal decentralized controllers can be simplified [4, 5]. For instance, if the commu-
nication network admits a partially nested structure [6] then affine controllers are known to be optimal for
decentralized linear systems with quadratic costs and additive Gaussian noise [6–8]. Similar results exist for
communication structures that are spatially invariant [9–11], introduce delays on information sharing [12–14].
Recent advances with convex optimization algorithms shifted research interest on identifying information
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structures that allow the optimal distributed controllers synthesis problem to be formulated as a convex op-
timization problem [15–19]. These structures usually possess properties as quadratic invariance [20, 21] and
funnel causality [15] which essentially eliminate the incentive of signaling among the decentralized controllers.
For general network structures, the usual practice is to resort to linear matrix inequality relaxations [22, 23]
or semidefinite programming relaxations [24,25] to obtain a suboptimal design with performance guarantees.
A downside of the aforementioned approaches is the inability of the resulting static controllers to cope with
state and input constraints in the systems. MPC is an optimization based methodology that is well-suited
for regulating the operation of constrained systems [26]. In the MPC framework adopted here, distributed
control schemes are usually categorized into cooperative or non-cooperative [27]. Cooperative distributed
MPC approaches require substantial communication infrastructure and computation resources since a system-
wide MPC problem is formulated and solved [28–30]. On the other hand, non-cooperative approaches, though
computationally simple and effective in practice, can be conservative in presence of strong coupling [31–33].
Both cooperative and non-cooperative schemes typically require a centralized offline design phase. This
requirement can be restrictive, making the distributed schemes suffer from similar complexity and privacy
concerns as the centralized MPC formulation. To alleviate these issues, it is desirable to develop decentralized
schemes that rely on local computational resources and information structure. In the literature, this is
commonly achieved by each system considering the worst-case effect of its neighbors as a bounded exogenous
disturbance to its own system [34–38]. Nevertheless, this can be conservative approach if the sets of bounded
exogenous disturbances are calculated offline; therefore, disregarding the possibility of adapting their size
based on the dynamical evolution of the system.
In this paper, we consider the problem of designing optimal decentralized cooperative MPC controllers for
linear time varying interconnected systems. We assume that these distributed systems are coupled through
their dynamics and/or constraints and are subject to possibly correlated exogenous disturbances which are
assumed to have known and bounded support. Unless a nested information structure is imposed, as suggested
in [39], the aforementioned synthesis problem is computationally intractable. In this paper, however, we are
interested on minimum information structures which only require communication among neighboring systems
and hence do not necessarily admit any nestedness. In particular, each system is only required to transmit
to its direct neighbors a set that bounds these of its predicted states which affect their constraints and/or
dynamics. Due to this minimal communication structure, the proposed decentralized scheme allows the
decoupling of the optimization problems of the individual systems in the network. In this setting, however,
we abandon the search for optimal decentralized control policies and resort, instead, to approximation of
the original non-convex, infinite dimensional problem. We relax NP-hardness of the original formulation by
restricting ourselves on communicated sets that result as the scaling and translation of a predefined convex
conic set. The proposed method scales polynomially with respect to the number of agents and the prediction
horizon length. The polynomial scalability is achieved by reformulating the original problem into a convex
infinite dimensional optimization problem, and then approximating it using decision rules [40]. The resulting
problem retains its decoupled structure making it amendable to distributed computations algorithms such
as the alternating direction method of multipliers [41]. The proposed method partly alleviates concerns
on privacy by not revealing sensitive information regarding the operational characteristics of the individual
agents. The importance of adaptive set communication as a method for decentralized cooperative MPC has
also been investigated in recent works (e.g., [36–38]). The key difference of our approach is that the size of
these communicated sets is adapted online being a decision variable in the resulting optimization problem. A
proof-of-concept study for the problem of the efficient energy management of building districts was presented
in [42]. This paper considerably extends the content of our preliminary paper by providing a mathematically
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rigorous presentation of the proposed method and by investigating its merits and demerits through a number
of illustrative examples inspired from engineering and finance.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the problem formulation and briefly
reviews available methods for the design of optimal decision policies with centralized and nested information
structures. The main contributions are presented in Sections 3 and 4, where the proposed approach is
developed and the techniques associated with the derivation of a tractable approximation to the original
non-convex infinite-dimensional problem are discussed. Section 5 provides numerical studies to demonstrate
the efficacy and scalability of the proposed method. Section 6 closes the paper with conclusions and possible
directions for future work. Proofs of the propositions and theorems are found in the Appendix.
Notation: For given vectors vi P Rki with ki P N, i P M “ t1, . . . ,mu, we define vM “ rvisiPM “
rvJ1 . . . vJmsJ P Rk with k “
řm
i“1 ki as their vector concatenation. Concatenated vectors are represented in
boldface. Dimensions of matrices and concatenated vectors are assumed clear from the context. We denote
by t the time instant of a horizon T P N, and we define the sets T “ t1, . . . , T u and T` “ T YtT ` 1u. Given
time dependent vectors νi,t P R`i with i PM, t P T and `i P N, we define νM,t “ rνi,tsiPM as the concatenated
vector at time t, νti “ rνJi,1 . . . νJi,tsJ as the history of the i-th vector up to time t, and νtM “ rνtisiPM as the
history of the concatenated vector up to time t.
2. Problem formulation
We consider a physical network comprising M interconnected systems, henceforth referred to as agents. We
assume that the agents are coupled among themselves through the dynamics. We describe these interactions
through a directed graph in which an arc connecting agent j to agent i, with i, j PM “ t1, . . . ,Mu, indicates
that the states of the j-th agent affect the dynamics of the i-th agent. We refer agent j as the preceding
neighbor to agent i, henceforth neighbor, and we define the set Ni ĂM to include all the neighbors of the i-th
agent. Fig. 1 illustrates a system of M “ 5 agents where the neighbors of agent 3 are given by N3 “ t2, 5u.
In the sequel, we refer to the physical network depicted in Fig. 1 as the “working example” and use it to
streamline the presentation of key ideas in the paper.
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Figure 1. Working example: Physical coupling graph of 5 agents. Solid line arrows
represented the direction of the interaction.
2.1. System dynamics, constraints and objective function
In this paper, we study finite horizon problems with T stages. We use linear dynamics to model the state
evolution of the agent i at time instant t P T , as
xi,t`1 “ Ai,txi,t `Bi,txNi,t `Di,tui,t ` Ei,tξi,t. (1)
Here xi,t P Rnx,i denotes the states, with the initial state xi,1 known. The interaction of agent i and its
neighbors is captured through the term Bi,txNi,t. The vector ui,t P Rnu,i models the inputs and ξi,t P Rnξ,i
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captures the exogenous disturbances affecting the system dynamics. The time-varying system matrices Ai,t,
Bi,t, Di,t and Ei,t are assumed known with proper dimensions and of full column rank. To economize on
notation, we now compactly rewrite (1) as
xi “ fipxNi ,ui, ξiq :“ Aixi,1 `BixNi `Diui ` Eiξi,
where xi “ rxi,tstPT` , ui “ rui,tstPT , ξi “ rξi,tstPT and xNi “ rxNi,tstPT . The system matrices Ai, Bi, Di
and Ei used to define the function fip¨q are directly constructed by the problem data given in (1) (see e.g.,
[43] for such a derivation). The i-th agent is subject to linear operational constraints
Oi “
 pxi,uiq : Hx,ixi `Hu,iui ď hi(, (2)
where the matrices Hx,i, Hu,i and hi are assumed known and of proper dimensions. Note that this compact
constraint formulation allows the consideration of time-varying linear operational constraints with time-stage
coupling. In addition, operational constraints involving neighboring states or exogenous disturbances can
always be included by appropriately extending the state space of the i-th system.
The i-th agent’s objective function is given as,
Jipxi,uiq “
Tÿ
t“1
p}Qixi,t}p ` }Riui,t}pq , (3)
where p P t8, 1, 2u allows for different objective formulation. The penalization matrices Qi, Ri are assumed
known and of proper dimensions.
In the following, we assume that the exogenous disturbances affecting agent i reside in the nonempty,
convex and compact polyhedral uncertainty set Ξi “ tξi : Wξi ě wu where matrix W and vector w are
known and of proper dimensions. We will be making the simplifying assumption that the joint uncertainty
set of all agents in the system has a decoupled structure, i.e., ξM P ΞM “
Ś
iPM Ξi, which essentially precludes
the existence of coupled disturbances amongst the agents. This assumption can be relaxed at the expense of
further case distinctions in what follows.
2.2. Designing decision policies with centralized information exchange
A common assumption in designing decision policies is to assume that at time t, each agent has access to
the states of all the other agents in the network up to and including period t [43, 44]. We will refer to this
communication as the centralized information exchange, depicted in Fig. 2 for the working example. In this
context, we denote the causal state feedback policies for agent i at time t P T as pii,t : Rntx Ñ Rnu,i where
ntx “ t
´ř
jPM nx,j
¯
, such that its input at time t is given as ui,t “ pii,tpxtMq. We write piipxMq “ rpii,tpxtMqstPT
to denote the policy concatenation over the horizon, and we define as CpxMq the space of causal state feedback
policies.
The optimization problem for designing robust policies with centralized information exchange which min-
imize the sum of worst-case individual objectives is formulated as
minimize
Mÿ
i“1
max
ξPΞ Jipxi,uiq
subject to piip¨q P CpxMq, ui “ piipxMq
xi “ fi
`
xNi ,ui, ξi
˘
pxi,uiq P Oi
,//.//-@ξM P ΞM, @i PM.
(C : CpxMq)
The optimization variables are piip¨q for all i PM. As shown in [43, 44], the state feedback structure of the
decision variables induces a non-convex feasible region. To deal with this, they propose the design of strictly
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Figure 2. Working example: Centralized information exchange. Dotted line arrows rep-
resent the communication links between the agents.
causal disturbance feedback policies Πi,t : Rn
t
ξ Ñ Rnu,i where ntξ “ pt´1q
ř
iPM nξ,i, such that the input at each
time step is given by ui,t “ Πi,tpξt´1M q. We write ΠipξMq “ rΠi,tprξt´1M stPT q to denote the policy concatenation
over the horizon, and we define as SCpξMq the space of strictly causal disturbance feedback policies. This
formulation leads to the infinite dimensional linear optimization Problem pC : SCpξMqq. Using the fact that
matrices Ai,t, Bi,t and Ei,t are full column rank, they show that there is an one-to-one relationship between
state and disturbance feedback policies in terms of feasibility and optimality. Restricting the admissible
policies to have an affine structure reduces the problem to finite-dimensional linear optimization problem which
can be solved with off-the-shelf optimization solvers [43]. Furthermore, due to the one-to-one relationship of
state and feedback policies, there is also a unique mapping that translates the resulting affine disturbance
policies to an equivalent affine state feedback policy which allows to be implemented locally by each agent
using the centralized communication network.
Although theoretically appealing, decision rules based on centralized information exchange are hard to
design and implemented in practice for large-scale systems. This is partially the case since for large networks
piq solving the resulting linear optimization problem from the affine approximation can be computationally
challenging due to its monolithic structure; while piiq the excessive communication and the centralized phys-
ical network required to allow each agent to evaluate its policy, does not promote privacy since the exact
policy/constraints of individual agents are eventually revealed to the rest of the network. We will demonstrate
the former through numerical experiments in Section 5.
2.3. Designing policies with partially nested information exchange
In an attempt to address the computational and privacy issues, researchers have proposed a number of
policy designs that consider only partial communication among the agents. For an arbitrary information
exchange network the design phase typically results in a non-convex problem which is computationally in-
tractable. A notable exception is the work of [39] which assumes a partially nested information exchange,
leading to convex formulations. Roughly speaking this communication exchange implies that agent i has
access to information coming from all of its precedent agents in a non-anticipative manner. In this setting,
agent j is named a precedent to agent i, if input at system j at time t1 can affect the local information available
to agent i at some time t ą t1 in the future [39, Definition 1]. The partially nested information exchange
associated with the working example is depicted in Fig. 3.
In a partially nested communication, the policy is designed as follows. We denote by N i ĎM the set that
includes agent i and all its precedent agents. At time t, the i-th agent measures its own states and the states
of its precedent agents, denoted by xNi,t “ rxj,tsjPN i . Using all measurements from stage 1 up to time t, it
designs a causal partial state feedback policy φi,t : Rn
t
x,i Ñ Rnu,i , where ntx,i “ t
´ř
jPN i n
j
x
¯
. The input is
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now given as ui,t “ φi,tpxtNiq. We write φipxNiq “ rφi,tpxtNiqstPT to denote the policy concatenation over the
time horizon, and we define CpxNiq the space of causal state feedback policies associated with agent i. The
nested information structure associated with the working example is depicted in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3. Working example: Partially nested information exchange. Dotted line arrows
represent the established communication links between local controllers.
The optimization problem to design robust policies with partially nested information exchange which
minimize the sum of worst-case individual objectives is formulated as
minimize
Mÿ
i“1
max
ξNiPΞNi
Jipxi,uiq
subject to φip¨q P CpxNiq, ui “ φipxNiq
xi “ fi
`
xNi ,ui, ξi
˘
pxi,uiq P Oi
,//.//-@ξNi P ΞNi , @i PM,
(PN : CpxNiq)
where ΞNi “
Ś
jPN i Ξj . The decision variables are φip¨q for all i PM. Problem (PN : CpxNiq) is typically
non-convex due to the state feedback structure of the policies. Similar to the centralized case, [39] proposes
the use of strictly causal partial nested disturbance feedback policies Φi,t : Rn
t
ξ,i Ñ Rnu,i where ntξ,i “ pt ´
1q
´ř
jPN i n
j
ξ
¯
, such that the input at each time step is given by ui,t “ Φi,tpξt´1Ni q. We write ΦipξNiq “
rΦi,tpξt´1Ni qstPT to denote the policy concatenation, and we define as SCpξNiq the space of strictly causal
disturbance feedback policies, leading to the infinite dimensional linear optimization Problem pPN : SCpξNiqq.
If these disturbance feedback policies are restricted to admit an affine structure then Problem pPN : SCpξNiqq
becomes a finite-dimensional linear optimization problem. As with the centralized case, there is an one-to-one
relationship between the state and disturbance feedback policies, both for the infinite dimensional and affine
restriction. This allows the agents in the network to evaluate their policies based on the established partially
nested communication.
The following theorem establishes the connection between centralized and partially nested information
design problems, and will be used in the following section to demonstrate the relationship between the
proposed approach to the centralized and partially nested policy structures.
Theorem 1. Problem pPN : SCpξNiqq is a conservative approximation of Problem pC : SCpξMqq in the
following sense: every feasible solution of Problem pPN : SCpξNiqq is feasible in Problem pC : SCpξMqq, and
the optimal value of Problem pPN : SCpξNiqq is larger or equal to the optimal value of Problem pC : SCpξMqq.
Partially nested information exchange slightly reduces the communication requirements compared to the
centralized problem (see Figs. 2 and 3 of the working example). This has a positive impact on the solution
time needed to design affine feedback policies, however, the resulting linear program inherits in large part the
monolithic structure of the centralized problem due to absence of a non-sparse structure. Most importantly,
even in the simple model of our working example, the partially nested communication requires three additional
links compared to the physical links. In some cases, the minimum number of communications links needed to
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ensure a partially nested information coincides with the centralized information exchange, see the examples
presented in Section 5. Therefore, the synthesis of policies with a partially nested information inherit, in
large extend, the drawbacks of the centralized problem, both from a computational and privacy standpoint.
3. Designing decision policies with local information exchange
In this paper we propose a decentralized policy structure that relies on local information exchange among
the agents. The proposed policy aims to address both the computational and privacy concerns discussed so
far. While in the previous section the information flow had to be sufficiently complex as to capture a partially
nested structure, in this section we will assume that the information flow can be as simple as the physical
network, as this is illustrated in Fig. 4 for the working example.
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Figure 4. Working example: Local information exchange. Dotted line arrows represent
the established communication links between agents.
In contrast to the previous section where agent j P Ni communicates to agent i explicitly the functional
form of its states, in the proposed framework agent j communicates a compact set Xj , henceforth referred as
the state forecast set, that contains possible evolution of its states, i.e., xj P Xj . In this framework, the shape
of Xj is a decision quantity for each agent j. Upon receiving these state forecast sets from all of its neighbors,
agent i treats these states as uncertain quantities that affect its dynamics in a similar way as exogenous
disturbances. To emphasize this, we denote by ζj,t P Rnx,j the belief of agent i about the states of agent j at
time t, such that ζj “ rζj,tstPT` P Xj . In this context, the policy of agent i at time t is based on the information
from its own states xi,t and on the belief states ζNi,t, from stage 1 up to t. This leads us to design causal
local state/disturbance feedback policies ψi,t : Rnˆ
t
x,i Ñ Rniu where nˆtx,i “ t
´
nx,i `řjPNi nx,j¯, such that the
input of agent i at time t is given by ui,t “ ψi,tpxti, ζtNiq. We denote by ψipxi, ζNiq “ rψi,tpxti, ζtNiqstPT
the policy concatenation over the time horizon, and by Cpxi, ζNiq the corresponding space of causal local
state/disturbance feedback policies associate with agent i.
In this decentralized setting, the robust optimization problem to design policies with local information
exchange which minimize the sum of worst-case individual objectives is formulated as
minimize
Mÿ
i“1
max
ξiPΞi,ζNiPXNi
Jipxi,uiq
subject to ψip¨q P Cpxi, ζNiq, ui “ ψipxi, ζNiq
xi “ fi
`
ζNi ,ui, ξi
˘
pxi,uiq P Oi
xi P Xi, Xi P FpRNx,iq
,////.////-
@ζNi P XNi
@ξi P Ξi
@i PM,
(L : Cpxi, ζNiq,FpRNx,iq)
where XNi “
Ś
jPNi Xj , and FpRNx,iq, where Nx,i “ pT `1qnx,i, denotes the field of sets generated by all the
compact subsets of the power set of RNx,i . The optimization variables are ψip¨q and Xi for all i PM. Since
agent i treads the beliefs ζNi as exogenous disturbances, its decisions are taken in view of the worst-case both
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with respect to ξi P Ξi and ζNi P XNi . This is also reflected in the construction of the objective function.
Notice that agent i is not directly affected by the disturbances ξj P Ξj of its neighbors. Rather, the effect of
ξj P Ξj of agent j P Ni is been translated into set Xj , which in turn affects agent i.
Problem (L : Cpxi, ζNiq,FpRNx,iq) can be interpreted as a method for finding a compromise between the
agents as this is represented through sets Xi. If we focus attention in two agents, agents i and j with j P Ni,
on the one hand agent j will benefit the most if the set Xj is as large as possible. By doing that, set Xj
will not impose any additional constraints on its states, thus agent j will individually achieve the lowest
objective value contribution. On the other hand, agent i will benefit the most if it receives from agent j
the smallest possible set Xj (preferable Xj is a singleton) which will reduce the uncertainty on its dynamics,
and will have a positive effect in achieving the lowest objective value contribution. Since the objective of
Problem (L : Cpxi, ζNiq,FpRNx,iq) is to minimize the equally weighted sum of individual worst-case costs,
the resulting policy/set pair finds the trade-off among the agents and achieving the lowest, network wide,
objective value, while achieving robustly feasibility with respect to ξM P ΞM.
Problem (L : Cpxi, ζNiq,FpRNx,iq) addresses the privacy concerns in the following ways. First, the local
communication network ensures that the information exchange is the minimum among the agents. Second,
focusing again on agents i and j with j P Ni, agent j does not directly reveal the function form of its states
to agent i, which is the case in both the centralized and partially nested information exchange. Rather, the
future state trajectories are “masks” by set Xj , thus reducing exposure to agent i who might want to leverage
on the knowledge gained about the constraints and dynamics of agent j. If additionally the set Xj has a
simple structure, e.g., Xj is rectangular, agent j will reveal the bare minimum to achieve a compromise in
cost in terms objective of Problem (L : Cpxi, ζNiq,FpRNx,iq). This will be studied further in the next section.
Notice that Problem (L : Cpxi, ζNiq,FpRNx,iq) has highly decoupled structure, with only sets Xj linking the
agents in the system.
The state feedback policies Cpxi, ζNiq induces a non-convex optimization problem. As in [39, 44], we now
focus on purely disturbance feedback policies Ψi,t : Rnˆ
t
ξ,i Ñ Rnu,i where nˆtξ,i “ pt´ 1qnξ,i` t
ř
jPNi nx,j , such
that the input at time t is ui,t “ Ψi,tpξt´1i , ζtNiq. We write Ψipξi, ζNiq “ rΨi,tpξt´1i , ζtNistPT to denote the
policy concatenation over time, and we define as SCpξi, ζNiq the space of strictly causal disturbance feedback
policies. Note that the “strictly causal” refers to the uncertain vector ξt´1i which the policy is allowed to
depend up to stage t´1, while the policy is “causal” in state beliefs ζtNi and is allowed to depend up to stage t.
The following theorem, establishes the equivalence between the proposed state/disturbance and disturbance
feedback policies.
Theorem 2. Problem (L : Cpxi, ζNiq,FpRNx,iq) is a equivalent to Problem pL : SCpξi, ζNiq,FpRNx,iqq in the
following sense: Given a feasible state/disturbance feedback policy ψip¨q for Problem (L : Cpxi, ζNiq,FpRNx,iq),
a feasible disturbance feedback policy Ψip¨q for Problem pL : SCpξi, ζNiq,FpRNx,iqq can be constructed that
achieves the same objective value, and vice versa.
The key difference between the partially nested information Problem (PN : CpxNiq) and the local infor-
mation Problem (L : Cpxi, ζNiq,FpRNx,iq), is that the synthesis phase of the latter requires that each agent
communicates only with its direct neighbors rather than with all its precedent agents in the network (compare
Fig. 3 to Fig. 4 for the working example). This minimum communication exchange is sufficient to address
Problem (L : Cpxi, ζNiq,FpRNx,iq) since the coupling among agents in the network only appears through sets
Xi. This however introduces a level of conservativeness which is formalized in the following theorem.
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Theorem 3. Problem pL : SCpξi, ζNiq,FpRNx,iqq is a conservative approximation of Problem pPN : SCpξNiqq
in the following sense: every feasible solution of Problem pL : SCpξi, ζNiq,FpRNx,iqq is feasible in Prob-
lem pPN : SCpξNiqq, and the optimal value of Problem pL : SCpξi, ζNiq,FpRNx,iqq is equal or larger than the
optimal value of Problem pPN : SCpξNiqq.
The following corollary summarizes the relation, in terms of optimal value and cost, between the centralized
Problem pC : SCpξMqq and local information exchange Problem pL : SCpξi, ζNiq,FpRNx,iqq, which is an
immediate implication of Theorems 1 and 3.
Corollary 1. Problem pL : SCpξi, ζNiq,FpRNx,iqq is a conservative approximation of Problem pC : SCpξMqq
in the following sense: every feasible solution of Problem pL : SCpξi, ζNiq,FpRNx,iqq is feasible in Problem pC :
SCpξMqq, and the optimal value of Problem pL : SCpξi, ζNiq,FpRNx,iqq is equal or larger than the optimal
value of Problem pC : SCpξMqq.
Problem (L : Cpxi, ζNiq,FpRNx,iq) is computationally intractable because piq the optimization of the poli-
cies is performed over the infinite space of causal functions; piiq the optimization of the state forecast sets
Xi is performed over arbitrary sets; and piiiq the constraints must be satisfied robustly for every uncertain
realization.
4. Solution method
In this section, we discuss appropriate restrictions to Problem pL : SCpξi, ζNiq,FpRNx,iqq that allow us to
obtain a computationally tractable approximation. We begin by restricting each state forecast set Xi, with
i P M, to admit a convex conic structure. We denote by FCCpRNx,iq the field of sets generated by all the
convex conic compact subsets of the power set of RNx,i . This design choice is motivated by the fact that
every convex set admits a conic representation [45, p. 15]. Problem pL : SCpξi, ζNiq,FCCpRNx,iqq still remains
computational intractable. As shown in Theorem (4), this is indeed the case even when its policies admit an
affine structure, (e.g., see [40,46]), i.e., ui,t “ Ψi,tpξt´1i , ζtNiq with
Ψi,tpξt´1i , ζtNiq “ vi,t ` Vi,tξt´1i ` VNi,tζtNi ,
where vi,t, Vi,t and VNi,t are the decision variables matrices, with appropriate dimensions, that define the affine
policy. We denote by SCapξi, ζNiq the finite dimensional space of affine policies, and refer to Problem pL :
SCpξi, ζNiq,FpRNx,iqq restricted to affine decision policies and convex conic state forecast sets as Problem pL :
SCapξi, ζNiq,FCCpRNx,iqq.
Theorem 4. Problem pL : SCapξi, ζNiq,FCCpRNx,iqq is NP-hard.
To gain tractability, we further restrict Xi to sets that can be represented through an affine transformation
of a fixed set, in a similar spirit as [47–49]. Considering agent i, for a given Ki P Z` we define matrices
Pi,k P RNx,iˆNx,i to be orthogonal projection of the state xi such that
xi “
Kiÿ
k“1
Pi,kxi.
For a given convex conic compact set Si, Xi is restricted to
Xipyi, ziq “
#
xi P RNx,i : Dsi P Si s.t. xi “
Kiÿ
k“1
yi,kPi,ksi ` zi
+
(4)
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where the decision variables that define the shape of the state forecast set are vectors yi “ ryi,1, . . . , yi,KisJ P
RKi` and zi P RNx,i . Set Si is expressed using given matrices Gi,k P R`k,iˆNx,i , vectors gi,k P R`k and convex
cones Ki,k, as follows
Si “
!
si P RNx,i : Gi,kPi,ksi ĺKi,k gi,k, k “ 1, . . . ,Ki
)
. (5)
The positive scalar decision yi,k allows to scale the k-th constraint Gi,kPi,ksi ĺKi,k gi,k thus controlling the
shape of the state forecast set in the direction defined by the states in the projection Pi,kxi, while vector zi
is responsible for the translation of the set. Henceforth, we denote by FAT pSiq the field of bounded convex
conic sets, pXipyi, ziq, that can be represented through an affine transformation of a fixed set Si.
Example 1. Consider the state of agent i such that xi P R2. If we want to enclose states xi,1 and xi,2 within
a hyper-rectangular, we first set Pi,1 “ p 1 00 0 q and Pi,2 “ p 0 00 1 q, and Si is given by
Si “
!
si P R2 : }si,1}8 ď 1, }si,2}8 ď 1
)
implying that Gi,1 “
`
0 0´1 0
˘
, gi,1 “ p 10 q and Gi,2 “
`
0 0
0 ´1
˘
, gi,2 “ p 10 q, and Ki,1, Ki,2 are both infinity cones.
Such a construction is also graphically illustrated in Fig. 5.
OiOi Xi
Si xi,1
xi,2
xi,1
xi,2Xi(yi, zi)
Figure 5. Example in R2 of Xi construction using a rectangular Si.
Example 2. Consider the state of agent i such that xi P R3. If we want to enclose states xi,1 and xi,2
within a two dimensional circle, and state xi,3 within a one dimensional box, we first set Pi,1 “
´
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0
¯
and
Pi,2 “
´
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1
¯
, and Si is given by
Si “
!
si P R3 : }psi,1, si,2q}2 ď 1, }si,3}2 ď 1
)
implying that Gi,1 “
´
0 0 0´1 0 0
0 ´1 0
¯
, gi,1 “
´
1
0
0
¯
and Gi,2 “
`
0 0 0
0 0 ´1
˘
, gi,2 “ p 10 q, and Ki,1, Ki,2 are both second
order cones.
Approximation (4) is more restrictive than the one proposed in [47–49] which allows for arbitrary transla-
tion/rotation of set Si. However, this additional restriction is crucial since set (4) is in generally a non-convex
region due to the multiplication between yi,k and si which are both decision variables in the resulting op-
timization problem. By taking advantage of the fact that Si is compact, Xipyi, ziq can be expressed as the
following convex set.
pXipyi, ziq “ #xi : Dνi,k P RNx,i s.t. xi “ Kiÿ
k“1
Pi,kνi,k ` zi,
Gi,kPi,kνi,k ĺKi,k yi,kgi,k, k “ 1, . . . ,Ki
+ (6)
where νi,k are auxiliary variables. The relationship between sets (4) and (6) is summarized in the following
proposition.
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Proposition 1. Set XFS “ tpxi, yi, ziq : xi P Xipyi, ziqu is equivalent to pXFS “ tpxi, yi, ziq : xi P pXipyi, ziqu
in the following sense: there exist a unique mapping between feasible points in XFS and pXFS.
The restriction of Problem pL : SCpξi, ζNiq,FCCpRNx,iqq to state forecast sets pXipyi, ziq is given as
minimize
Mÿ
i“1
max
ξiPΞi,ζNiP pXNi Jipxi,uiq
subject to ψip¨q P SCpξi, ζNiq,ui “ Ψipξi, ζNiq
xi “ fi
`
ζNi ,ui, ξi
˘
pxi,uiq P Oi
xi P pXipyi, ziq, pXip¨q P FAT pSiq
,////.////-
@ζNi P pXNipyNi , zNiq
@ξi P Ξi
@i PM,
(L : SCpξi, ζNiq,FAT pSiq)
where for each i PM we define pXNipyNi , zNiq “ ŚjPNi pXjpyj , zjq. The optimization variables are Ψip¨q, yi
and zi for all i PM. Problem (L : SCpξi, ζNiq,FAT pSiq) has a semi-infinite structure with decision-dependent
uncertainty sets. Thus, in general, it admits a non-convex feasible region because of the decision-dependent
uncertainty sets. This can be verified by noticing that reformulating any semi-infinite robust constraint in the
problem leads to a non-convex set of inequality and equality constraints. To obtain a problem formulated with
decision-independent uncertainty sets, we propose, in the spirit of [47–49], the design of affine causal feedback
policies Γi,t : Rn¯
t
i Ñ Rnu,i such that the control input at each time step is given by ui,t “ Γi,tpξt´1i , stNiq.
We write Γipξi, sNiq “ rΓi,tpξt´1i , stNiqstPT to denote the policy concatenation over time, and we define as
SCpξi, sNiq the space of strictly causal disturbance feedback policies. In this context, the counterpart of
Problem (L : SCpξi, ζNiq,FAT pSiq) is given as
minimize
Mÿ
i“1
max
ξiPΞi,sNiPSNi
Jipxi,uiq
subject to Γip¨q P SCpξi, sNiq, ui “ Γipξi, sNiq
ζNi “ YNisNi ` zNi
xi “ fi
`
ζNi ,ui, ξi
˘
pxi,uiq P Oi
xi P pXipyi, ziq, pXip¨q P FAT pSiq
,///////.///////-
@sNi P SNi
@ξi P Ξi
@i PM,
(L : SCpξi, sNiq,FAT pSiq)
where SNi “
Ś
jPNi Sj and, with a slight abuse of notation, Yi “
řKi
k“1 yi,kPi,k and YNisNi ` zNi “
rYisj ` zjsjPNi for each i P M. The decision variables are Γip¨q, yi and zi for all i P M. Note that for
Problem (L : SCpξi, sNiq,FAT pSiq) to be computationally tractable, we further need to restrict the infinite-
dimensional structure of its decision policies, e.g., to admit an affine structure, as suggested in [40,46].
In the following, we will show the relationship between Problem (L : SCpξi, sNiq,FAT pSiq) and Prob-
lem (L : SCpξi, ζNiq,FAT pSiq). To this end, we define the linear mapping Li,t : Rnx,i Ñ Rnx,i , si,t ÞÑ xi,t,
as,
Li,tpsi,tq “ Yi,tsi,t ` zi,t, (7)
and the linear mapping, Ri,t : Rnx,i Ñ Rnx,i , xi,t ÞÑ si,t, as,
Ri,tpxi,tq “ Y `i,tpxi,t ´ zi,tq (8)
where Y `i,t :“ pY Ji,tYi,tq´1Y Ji,t is the pseudo-inverse of the positive semi-definite matrix Yi,t. Note that the
mapping Ri,t may not be unique because of the pseudo-inverse Y
`
i,t. Moreover, Li,t can be viewed as a “left
inverse” of the operator Ri,t, i.e., it satisfies Li,t
`
Ri,tpxi,tq
˘ “ xi,t. Using this mapping, the following theorem
establishes equivalence between Problem (L : SCpξi, sNiq,FAT pSiq) and Problem (L : SCpξi, ζNiq,FAT pSiq).
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Theorem 5. Problem (L : SCpξi, sNiq,FAT pSiq) is equivalent to Problem (L : SCpξi, ζNiq,FAT pSiq) in the
following sense: there exist a mapping between feasible solutions in Problem (L : SCpξi, sNiq,FAT pSiq) and
Problem (L : SCpξi, ζNiq,FAT pSiq). Moreover, the optimal value of Problem (L : SCpξi, sNiq,FAT pSiq) is
equal to the optimal value of Problem (L : SCpξi, ζNiq,FAT pSiq).
In view of Theorem (5), the mapping between feasible solutions in Problem (L : SCpξi, sNiq,FAT pSiq) and
Problem (L : SCpξi, ζNiq,FAT pSiq) can now be defined. This allows a local controller to evaluate the resulting
policy based on the established local communication network. Given ui,t “ Γi,tpξt´1i , stNiq as the optimal
control policy derived from the solution of Problem (L : SCpξi, sNiq,FAT pSiq), then ui,t “ Ψi,tpξt´1i , ζtNiq “
Γi,tpξt´1i , rRtjpζtjqsjPNiq is the optimal control policy for Problem (L : SCpξi, ζNiq,FAT pSiq).
Problem (L : SCpξi, sNiq,FAT pSiq) retains the coupling structure of Problem (L : Cpxi, ζNiq,FpRNx,iq)
since agent i only needs to communicate to its direct neighbors the scaling yi and translation zi of its
predefined fixed set Si. Contrary to Problem pC : SCpξMqq and Problem pPN : SCpξNiqq, there is no coupling
introduced among the agents due to the form of their decision policies. This is because the agents treat
the effect of their neighbors as a disturbance to their systems. In this framework, we can claim that the
proposed method alleviates concerns on privacy since this limited communication scheme does not reveal
the exact characteristics of the dynamics within each system. Moreover, the loosely coupled structure of
Problem (L : SCpξi, sNiq,FAT pSiq) makes it amendable to distributed computation algorithms as ADMM to
efficiently solve it [51].
5. Numerical results
In this section, we conduct a number of simulation-based studies to assess the efficacy of the proposed
decentralized controller synthesis approach. We focus our attention on three examples: piq A toy example
that allow us to illustrate, numerically and graphically, the connection between the shape of the primitive
sets and the solution quality; piiq A system composed of masses that are connected by springs and dampers
which is suitable to study the scalability and the closed-loop behavior of the proposed methodology; piiiq
a supply chain operated in a distributed decision making authority where we exhibit the efficacy of the
proposed method as a contract design mechanism and we investigate its performance on various coupling
network structures.
5.1. Example 1: Illustrative example
12
J1(x1) = c￿x1J2(x2) = c￿x2
x1 = Bu1 +E⇠1,O1 = {(x1, u1) ∶ ￿x1￿∞ ≤ 8,￿u1￿∞ ≤ 4 }.
x2 = Bu2 +E⇠2 +Dx1,O2 = {(x2, u2) ∶ ￿x2￿∞ ≤ 8,￿u2￿∞ ≤ 4 }.
Figure 6. Physical and information structure of the two agents in the system.
We consider a system composed by two agents with states x1, x2 P R2, inputs u1, u2 P R and disturbances
ξ1, ξ2 P Ξ “ tξ P R2 : }ξ}8 ď 1u, respectively. The nested physical and information communication network
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along with the objective functions and constraint sets of the agents are shown in Fig. 6. The system matrices
are given as,
c “
«
1
´1
ff
, B “
«
1
0.8
ff
, E “
«
1 ´1
´1 1
ff
and D “
«
1 0
0 ´2
ff
. (9)
The system-wide robust optimization problem is formulated as follows:
min max
ξ1,ξ2
J1px1q `max
ξ1,ξ2
J2px2q
s.t. u1 P SC1, u2 P SC2,
x1 “ Bu1 ` Eξ1,
px1, u1q P O1,
x2 “ Bu2 ` Eξ2 `Dx1,
px1, u1q P O2,
,///////.///////-
@ξ1, ξ2 P Ξ.
(10)
with SC1,SC2 Ď SCpξ1, ξ2q where SCp¨q denotes the infinite dimensional function spaces generated by strictly
causal disturbance feedback policies on its arguments. In this setting, the equivalent to Problem pC : SCpξMqq
for the synthesis of optimal centralized controllers is obtained by restricting SC1 “ SC2 “ SCpξ1, ξ2q. Simi-
larly, the equivalent to Problem pPN : SCpξNiqq for the synthesis of optimal nested-information controllers is
obtained by restricting SC1 “ SCpξ1q and SC2 “ SCpξ1, ξ2q. Both problems are solved by resorting to affine
disturbance feedback policies.
(a) (b)
Figure 7. (green) Feasible set for x1pwq, (yellow) x1pwq for Problem (10) with (a) SC1 “
SC2 “ SCpξ1, ξ2q and (b) SC1 “ SCpξ1q and SC2 “ SCpξ1, ξ2q.
In Fig. 7 we depict in green the feasible set for x1 of Problem (10) when SC1 “ SC2 “ SCpξ1, ξ2q. In
addition to this, Fig. 7(a) shows in yellow the region generated by the optimal centralized policy for x1, while
Fig. 7(b) shows in yellow the respective region for the optimal decentralized policy of it. To streamline the
presentation, henceforth we refer to yellow regions as optimal centralized and nested-information, respectively.
The resulting objective values are reported in the title of the respective figure as “obj. = J1px1q ` J2px2q”.
We observe that the information restriction imposed on the nested-information controllers synthesis results
in a larger objective value and a smaller optimal region with respect to the centralized solution.
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The synthesis of robust decentralized controllers using the communicated sets approach is given as,
min max
ξ1
J1px1q `max
s1,ξ2
J2px2q
s.t. u1 P Cpξ1q, u2 P Cpξ2, ζ1q,
x1 “ Bu1 ` Eξ1,
px1, u1q P O1,
x1 P X1 “ y1S1 ` zi,
ζ1 “ y1s1 ` z1,
x2 “ Bu2 ` Eξ2 `Dζ1,
px1, u1q P O2,
,////////////.////////////-
@s1 P S1,
@ξ1, ξ2 P Ξ.
(11)
This problem is an instance of Problem (L : SCpξi, ζNiq,FAT pSiq) where the state forecast set X1 is expressed
as the scaling, y1, and translation, z1, of a predefined primitive sets, S1. To solve it we use affine feedback
policies to restrict the infinite structure of its decision variables.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 8. (green) Feasible set for x1pwq, (yellow) x1pwq for Problem (11) with S1 as (a) box,
(b) rhombus, and (c) circle.
In what follows we investigate how the quality of the solution, in terms of objective value, is affected by
the choice of the primitive set. In Fig. (8), this comparison is performed with respect to a box, rhombus and
circle primitive set. As previously mentioned, the area in green depicts the feasible set for x1, the area in
yellow depicts the region generated by the optimal policy of x1 after solving Problem (11) using the respective
primitive set. In addition, we show in red the area covered by the set X1 communicated by agent 1 to agent
2 and with black stars the worst-case scenarios for agent 2 in the state forecast set X1. We observe that the
optimal region of agent 1 changes with the different primitive sets as an attempt to cooperate with agent 2.
This cooperative behavior is also identified in the objective values as agent 1 “sacrifices” some of its optimality
for the good of agent 2. Interestingly enough, part of the state forecast set X1 may lie outside the feasible
region of the problem which adds conservativeness to the system as can be verified by inspecting the position
of the worst-case scenarios. Moreover, since the worst-case scenarios are not necessarily placed to the corner
points defined by the optimal region, agent 1 retains some of its privacy since the behavior of its optimal
policy is not revealed to agent 2.
To quantify the importance of the primitive set orientation in space, we conducted a second numerical
experiment in which we use as primitive sets piq a rotated rectangular set which we can independently scale
its major and minor axis, and piiq a rotated ellipsoid for which the major axis is forced to be 1.5 times larger
than its minor axis. Illustrative examples of the effect in optimal region of such rotated sets are depicted in
Fig. 9. We observe that as the shape of the communicated set deviates from the optimal one depicted in
Fig. 7(b) then suboptimality and privacy are increased. To clarify this finding, we repeated the simulation
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 9. (green) Feasible set for x1pwq, (yellow) x1pwq for Problem (11) with S1 as (a)
rectangular, (b) rotated by 15 degrees rectangular, and (c) rotated by 15 degrees ellipsoid.
experiment for all possible rotations in the range r0, 180s degrees of the rectangular and scaled ellipsoid sets.
The results are reported in Fig. 10. We observe that if the rotation of the communicated sets matches the
one of the set generated by the nested-information policy in Fig. 7(b) then the solution resulting from the
proposed decentralized method closely approximates the optimal one. If, however, this is not the case, then
the cost considerably deviates and even infeasible instances of Problem (11) may appear.
Figure 10. Cost associated with different shapes of communicated sets: (green) rotated
rectangular sets, (red) rotated ellipsoids with principal axis ratio of ten.
5.2. Example 2: Spring-mass-damper
m4 m3 m2 m1
Figure 11. A chain of four masses connected by springs and dampers.
In this numerical study, we consider systems composed of masses that are connected by springs and dampers
and arranged in a chain formation, demonstrated in Fig. 11. The values of the masses, spring constants
and damping coefficients are chosen uniformly at random from the intervals r5, 10skg, r0.8, 1.2sN/m and
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r0.8, 1.2sNs/m, respectively. We assume that each i-th mass is an individual system with its state vector
xi,t P R2 representing the position and velocity deviation from the system’s equilibrium state, and its input
ui,t P R denoting the force applied to the i-th mass. We assume that the states and inputs are constrained such
that }xi,t}8 ď 6 and }ui,t}8 ď 4 for all times t. Moreover, we assume that the dynamics of each mass is affected
by additive exogenous disturbance ξi,t P R2 which takes value in the bounded set Ξ “ tξ P R2 : }ξ}8 ď 1u.
The prediction control model is obtained by the discretization of the system’s continuous dynamics using
forward Euler with the sampling time 0.1s. Although inexact, Euler discretization is chosen as to preserve
the distributed structure of the system. On the contrary, the discrete-time simulation model of the system is
obtained using the exact zero-order hold discretization method with the sampling time 0.1s. The objective
function of each system is of the form (3) with Qi “ diagp1, 0q and Ri “ 0.1.
1234
(a)
1234
(b)
Figure 12. Communication network associated with (a) Problem pC : SCpξMqq and Prob-
lem pPN : SCpξNiqq, (b) Problem pL : SCpξi, ζNiq,FpRNx,iqq for a system of four masses.
The dynamics of this interconnected dynamical systems naturally admits a distributed non-nested struc-
ture. If one extends the information exchange network as to be nested, then communication needs to be
established among all the agents in the system. Hence, the problem formulations for the synthesis of optimal
centralized and nested-information controllers, as these are describe in Problem pC : SCpξMqq and Prob-
lem pPN : SCpξNiqq, are exactly the same. On the contrary, the information exchange network associated
with the proposed decentralized method given in Problem pL : SCpξi, ζNiq,FpRNx,iqq matches the physi-
cal coupling network and requires the establishment of communication only between adjacent agents in the
system. These information structures are graphically depicted in Fig. 12.
We now investigate the effect of the horizon length and number of agents on the quality of the solution and
the execution time. For each system configuration, we conducted 100 Monte Carlo simulations for uniformly
chosen at random initial displacements of the masses in the system. In Fig. 13(a), we report the effect on this
metrics with respect to the number of agents in the system when the horizon length is kept constant to T “ 8.
The area in blue is associated with the optimal centralized approach while the one in red with the proposed
decentralized one. They both show the range of the respective values over the simulation experiments. We
observe that the suboptimality level remains roughly the same with the system size which indicates that
the introduced uncertainty as the number of agents increases is dissipated locally by interactions among
adjacent agents. On the other hand, the execution time for solving the decentralized robust optimization
problem only slightly increases with the number of agents, in contrast to the centralized approach for which
the increase is linear. This can be explained considering that the number of decision variables present in
Problem pL : SCpξi, ζNiq,FpRNx,iqq is considerably lower than the one in Problem pC : SCpξMqq. It is
interesting to note that Problem pC : SCpξMqq could only be formulated and solved within a reasonable
amount of time for a limited number of agents in the network.
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(a) (b)
Figure 13. Performance comparison as (a) number of agents and (b) horizon length in-
creases. Comparison is performed using 100 Monte-Carlo simulations per system configura-
tion.
In Fig. 13(b), we examine the effect of the horizon length on the solution quality and execution time for a
system comprising two masses. Here, we observe that the suboptimality of the proposed decentralized method
increases linearly with the horizon length. This suggests that the complexity introduced by the evolution of
the dynamical system over the time is hard to be accurately enveloped by sets with a predefined orientation.
This indicates that conservativeness is being accumulated over time. Moreover, we observe that although the
decentralized method is computationally more efficient, the rate of increase in the execution time is the same
for both approaches. This was expected since the affine policies make the size of the resulting linear problem
to grow polynomially with respect to the horizon length.
(a) (b)
Figure 14. Comparison of closed-loop trajectories generated by solving Problem pL :
SCpξi, ζNiq,FpRNx,iqq and Problem pC : SCpξMqq; (a) trajectories of 5 randomly initialized
simulations, (b) absolute deviation of 100 Monte-Carlo simulation.
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Finally, the performance of the system is evaluated on a receding horizon implementation, i.e., the first
input resulting from the respective centralized and distributed optimization problem is applied to the exact
system dynamics, and the next state is evaluated. We conduct a closed-loop simulation experiment for a
system comprising five masses and the prediction horizon of T “ 15. In Fig. 14(a), the trajectories generated
for the centralized and distributed designs are shown for five different simulation experiments. We observe that
these trajectories are very similar, which illustrates the proximity in performance between the centralized and
distributed designs. To better quantify the performance comparison between the centralized and distributed
designs, we conducted Monte Carlo simulation experiments for uniformly chosen at random initial masses
displacements which are also subject to distinct exogenous disturbances realizations. Fig. 14(b) shows the
error in position and velocity with respect to the simulation time. We observe that as the systems approach
their equilibrium state, the errors between the centralized and decentralized approach converges to zero. We
note, however, that in all instances this error in position and velocity is fairly small, although the respective
open-loop error is high (c.f., Fig 13(b)), which indicates the efficacy of the proposed method in closed-loop
simulations.
5.3. Example 3: Supply chain with quantity flexibility contracts
Part Supplier
(P)
Manufacturer
(M)
Retailer
(R)
QF Contract QF Contract Market
demand
Demand boundsFlexibility boundsFlexibility bounds
M’s replenishment bounds
becomes P’s release uncertainty
R’s replenishment bounds
becomes M’s release uncertainty
forecast of bounds
on market’s demand
materials flow
information flow
Figure 15. Modern supply chains operated in a distributing decision making authority.
We now exhibit the performance of the proposed method as a contract design mechanism for supply chains
operated in a decentralized fashion and we investigate its performance on various physical coupling topologies,
e.g., chain, star, ring and mesh structures. As a running example, we adopt the decentralized operation of
modern supply chains using quantity flexibility (QF) contracts, as this is described in [52]. Modern supply
chains naturally operate in a distributing decision making authority since multiple sites worldwide work
together to deliver product. In this distributed decision making context, each manufacturer (supplier) knows
only the schedule of desired replenishments provided by its immediate retailer (manufacturer), and is only
concerned with its own cost performance. To avoid “mutual deception” situations (e.g., some buyers inflate
demand only to later disavow any undesired product [53]) which increase the uncertainties and costs in the
system [54, 55], a commonly used approach in the industry is to introduce the QF contract as a method for
coordinating materials and information flows in distributed supply chains. This type of contract discourages
the customer from overstating its needs by allowing a maximum upside revision of its scheduled replenishment.
In this context, the supplier is obligated to cover any requests that remain within these limits. We graphically
depict in Fig. 15 the operation of a single-product, serial supply chain using QF contracts.
For each i agent, i.e., retailer, manufacturer or supplier, we consider inventory dynamics given as
Iit`1,p “ Iit,p `Rit,p ´Dit,p for p “ 1, . . . , P (12)
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where Iit,p is the inventory stock, R
i
t,p is the replenishment and D
i
t,p is the customer demand for the p-th out
of P products. For manufacturers and/or suppliers, the demand originates from the replenishment schedule
of another manufacturer or a retailer. If the i-th agent is a retailer, then the product demand originates from
the market and we assume that at each period t is given as
Dit,p “
$’’&’’%
2` sin
ˆ
2pi
t
T ´ 1
˙
` 1
k
kř
i“1
Φip,iξ
i
t for p even,
2` cos
ˆ
2pi
t
T ´ 1
˙
` 1
k
kř
i“1
Φip,iξ
i
t for p odd,
(13)
where ξit,p P Ξi,p “ r´1, 1s and the factor loading coefficients Φip,i are chosen uniformly at random from
r´1, 1s. By construction, the product demands thus satisfy Dit,p P r0, 4s for all t P T . To this end, we model
the process of product making, i.e., combination of different materials, as follows
Rit,p “
Niÿ
j“1
Ψip,jD
j
t,p ` wit,p for p “ 1, . . . , P (14)
where Ψip,j are chosen uniformly at random from r0, 1s as to satisfy
Niř
j“1
Ψip,j “ 1. Moreover, wit,p P Wi “
r´0.2, 0s is a random variable that captures production delays and materials loss. Any excess demand is
backlogged at a unit cost of cB per period, and any excess inventory incurs a unit holding cost of cH per
period. The objective is to determine an ordering policy that minimizes the worst-case sum of backlogging
and inventory holding costs over all anticipated demand realizations given as,
max
ξ,w
ÿ
tPT
ÿ
pPPi
cH
“
Iit,p
‰
` ` cB
“´ Iit,p‰` (15)
where cB , cH are chosen uniformly at random in the interval r0, 2s, and the maximum operator r¨s` can be
easily removed using the epigraph representation.
Figure 16. Effect of uncertainty on retailer-manufacturer communicated sets over a 24
stages horizon.
In the first simulation experiment, we investigate for the structure depicted in Fig. 15 how the increase
on the market demand uncertainty affects the bounds communicated from retailers to manufactures. The
simulation configuration comprises one retailer, one manufacturer and one supplier and we symmetrically
increase the size of the uncertainty set Ξi,p from 40% to 100% of its original size. We report the results in
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Fig. 16 where we observe that the size of the communicated bounds increases as the size of the uncertainty
and the horizon length increase. Although, this was expected it is interesting to visualize how the bounds
adapt on the demand profile pattern, highlighting the cooperative nature of the approach which strives to
minimize the uncertainty mitigating backwards in the supply chain.
We now investigate the performance of the proposed approach on different supply chains topologies which
vary on size. In particular, we focus our attention on the chain, ring, mesh and star topologies, graphically
depicted in Fig. 17.
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Figure 17. Coupling topologies under consideration: (a) chain, (b) mesh, (c) ring, (d) star.
To assess the efficacy of the proposed method, we compare the objective value and execution time of the
decentralized solution given by Problem (L : SCpξi, sNiq,FAT pSiq) solved with rectangular primitive sets, and
Figure 18. Performance comparison for different coupling topologies as the number of
agents in the network increases.
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the solution generated by the centralized Problem pC : SCpξMqq. We report the results of this comparison for
networks admitting from 6 to 20 agents in Fig. 18. We observe that for all structures under investigation the
increase on the size of the agents in the network only slightly affects the suboptimality increase. For structures
which are loosely coupled, as the chain and star, the suboptimality of the decentralized solution is close to
zero. On the other hand, the worst-performance is observed for the ring structure since due to its cyclic
nature its hard to obtain a decentralized solution which approximates the centralized one and is based only
on neighbors communication. The large benefit of the proposed decentralized approach is however identified
on the execution time needed to generate its solution. As shown in Fig. 18, even for small networks with
loose coupling the decentralized approach can be 50 times faster than the centralized, while in the extreme
case of a large mesh structure this efficiency gap can grow up to 200 times faster.
6. Conclusions
This paper presents a decentralized control framework for the problem of cooperatively managing the
operation of large-scale networks of constrained dynamical systems. The proposed method requires each
system to communicate to its neighboring systems bounds on the evolution of its states. This minimal
communication provides a certain degree of privacy to each agent since the exact characteristics of the
dynamics within each system are not revealed. Moreover, the method is suitable to manage problems involving
large-scale systems since its underlying minimum communication scheme preserves the original decoupled
structure of the problem. To optimize the size of the communicated bounds, a non-convex infinite-dimensional
problem is formulated. This computationally intractable optimization problem is approximated by a convex
finite-dimensional one, using methods from robust optimization. It is shown that these approximations retain
the decoupled structure of the problem making it amendable to distributed computation algorithms. In the
numerical study, it is shown that the proposed decentralized method achieves highly computationally efficient
solutions even for networks involving a large number of agents. Depending on the structure of underlying
physical coupling network and the form of the communication bounds, the proposed method is shown to
generate solutions which closely approximate those of the centralized formulation.
Appendix A. Proofs of Propositions and Theorems
Proof of Theorem 1. We show that every feasible solution of Problem pPN : SCpξNiqq is a feasible
solution to Problem pC : SCpξMqq. Let Φi for all i PM be any feasible policy in Problem pPN : SCpξNiqq.
Starting with χi,1 “ xi,1, the state of agent i at time t are given as
xi,t “ Ati,1xi,1 `
t´1ÿ
τ“1
´
Ati,τ`1Bi,τ rχj,τ pξτ´1Nj qsjPNi `Ati,τ`1Di,τΦi,τ pξτ´1Ni q `Ati,τ`1Ei,τξi,τ
¯
“: χi,tpξt´1Ni q
(A.1)
where Ati,τ “ Ai,τAi,τ`1 . . . Ai,t´1 for τ ă t and Ati,t “ I. The last implication follows from the fact that
N i Ě N j for all j P Ni since the network admits a partially nested structure. Given (A.1), it is easy to verify
that for each agent i its dynamics and constraints in Problem pPN : SCpξNiqq only depend on ξNi . Hence,
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any feasible solution to Problem pPN : SCpξNiqq is also feasible to the following optimization problem:
minimize
Mÿ
i“1
max
ξPΞ Jipxi,uiq
subject to φip¨q P SCpξNiq, ui “ ΦipξNiq
xi “ fi
`
xNi ,ui, ξi
˘
pxi,uiq P Oi
,//.//-@ξM P ΞM, @i PM
(A.2)
Additionally, they achieve the same objective value since they share the same objective function. This shows
equivalence of Problem pPN : SCpξNiqq and Problem (A.2). The relation between Problem pC : SCpξMqq and
Problem pPN : SCpξNiqq stated in the theorem now follows immediately since the two problems share the
same constraints and objective function, and SCpξNiq Ď SCpξq for all i PM. 
Proof of Theorem 2. The statement is proved by induction using similar theoretical tools to [44, Prop.
2.1]. The statement holds for t “ 1 since the initial state, xi,1, is known for every i PM; therefore, functions
ψi,1pxi,1, ζNi,1q and Ψi,1pζNi,1q can always be constructed such
ψi,1pxi,1, ζNi,1q “ Ψi,1pζNi,1q (A.3)
Assume now that the statement holds for all 1 ă τ ď t ´ 1, i.e., there exist policies ψip¨q and Ψip¨q such
that ψi,τ pxτi , ζτNiq “ Ψi,τ pξτ´1i , ζτNiq. In the sequel, we show that the statement also holds for τ “ t. From
(1), we have that,
xi,t“ Ati,1xi,1 `
t´1ÿ
τ“1
´
Ati,τ`1Bi,τζNi,τ `Ati,τ`1Di,τΨi,τ pξτ´1i , ζτNiq `Ati,τ`1Ei,τξi,τ
¯
“: χi,tpξt´1i , ζt´1Ni q
(A.4)
where Ati,τ “ Ai,τAi,τ`1 . . . Ai,t´1 for τ ă t and Ati,t “ I. Moreover, it holds that,
ξi,t´1“ E`i,t´1
`
xi,t ´Ai,t´1xi,t´1 `Bj,t´1ζNi,t´1 `Di,t´1ψi,t´1pxt´1i , ζt´1Ni q
˘
“: ρi,tpxti, ζt´1Ni q
(A.5)
where E`i,t :“ pEJi,tEi,tq´1EJi,t is the left inverse of Ei,t since it is full rank.
The relation (A.4) implies that given a feasible policy ψi,tp¨q for Problem (L : Cpxi, ζNiq,FpRNx,iq), we can
construct a feasible policy for Problem pL : SCpξi, ζNiq,FpRNx,iqq as,
ψi,tpxti, ζtNiq “ ψi,tpχtipξt´1i , ζtNiq, ζtNiq :“ Ψi,tpξt´1i , ζtNiq (A.6)
The claim follows from the fact that the composition of continuous differentiable functions is a continuous
differentiable function. Hence, the policy ψi,tp¨q will also be feasible in Problem pL : SCpξi, ζNiq,FpRNx,iqq
since the two problems have the same pointwise constraints. Additionally, they achieve the same objective
value since they share the same objective function.
Similarly, the relation (A.5) implies that given a feasible policy Ψip¨q for Problem pL : SCpξi, ζNiq,FpRNx,iqq,
we can construct a feasible policy for Problem (L : Cpxi, ζNiq,FpRNx,iq) as,
Ψi,tpξt´1i , ζtNiq “ Ψi,tpρtipxti, ζt´1Ni q, ζtNiq :“ ψi,tpxti, ζtNiq (A.7)
The claim follows from the fact that the composition of continuous differentiable functions is a continuous
differentiable function. Hence, the policy Ψi,tp¨q will also be feasible in Problem (L : Cpxi, ζNiq,FpRNx,iq)
since the two problems have the same pointwise constraints. Additionally, they achieve the same objective
value since they share the same objective function. 
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Proof of Theorem 3. We show that every feasible solution of Problem pL : SCpξi, ζNiq,FpRNx,iqq is fea-
sible in Problem pPN : SCpξNiqq. Let pΨi,Xiq for all i PM be feasible in Problem pL : SCpξi, ζNiq,FpRNx,iqq.
Since the state of agent i evolve according to (1), we can conclude that at time t we have
xi,t“ Ati,1xi,1 `
t´1ÿ
τ“1
´
Ati,τ`1Bi,τζNi,τ `Ati,τ`1Di,τΨi,τ pξτ´1i , ζτNiq `Ati,τ`1Ei,τξi,τ
¯
“: χi,tpξt´1i , ζt´1Ni q
(A.8)
where whereAti,τ “ Ai,τAi,τ`1 . . . Ai,t´1 for τ ă t andAti,t “ I. Note that χipξi, ζNiq “ rχi,tpξt´1i , ζt´1Ni qstPT` P
Xi for all ξi P Ξi and ζNi P XNi due to the feasibility of Problem pL : SCpξi, ζNiq,FpRNx,iqq. To show that
Ψi is feasible in Problem pPN : SCpξNiqq, we first construct the state of agent i which evolves according to
xi “ fi
`
xNi ,Ψipξi, ζNiq, ξi
˘
. Starting with χˆi,1 “ xi,1, we have that
xi,t“ Ati,1xi,1 `
t´1ÿ
τ“1
´
Ati,τ`1Bi,τ rpχj,τ pξτ´1Nj sjPNi `Ati,τ`1Di,τΨi,τ pξτ´1i , ζτNiq `Ati,τ`1Ei,τξi,τ¯
“ Ati,1xi,1 `
t´1ÿ
τ“1
´
Ati,τ`1Bi,τ rpχj,τ pξτ´1Nj sjPNi `Ati,τ`1Di,τΨi,τ pξτ´1i , rpχτj pξτ´1Nj sjPNiq `Ati,τ`1Ei,τξi,τ¯
“ χi,tpξt´1i , rpχt´1j pξt´2Nj qsjPNiq
“: pχi,tpξt´1Ni q.
(A.9)
where the implication follows because pχiprξt´1j sjPNiq “ rpχi,tpξt´1Ni qstPT` P Xi for all ξNi P ΞNi and i PM. For
each i PM, we consider the decision Φˆi P SCpξNiq defined throughpΦi,tpξt´1Ni q :“ Ψi,tpξt´1i , rpχtjpξt´1Nj qsjPNiq (A.10)
Notice that (A.10) defines a valid policy construction since pχiprξt´1j sjPNiq P Xi for all ξNi P ΞNi . It remains
to show that Ψi is feasible also for the constraints of Problem pPN : SCpξNiqq. We do so using deduction, as
follows: `
χipξi, ζNiq,Ψipξi, ζNiq
˘ P Oi, @ξi P Ξi,@ζNi P XNi ,
ùñ `χipξi, rpχjpξNj qsjPNiq,Ψipξi, rpχjpξNj qsjPNiq˘ P Oi, @ξNi P ΞNi ,
ùñ `pχipξNiq, pΦipξNiq˘ P Oi, @ξNi P ΞNi ,
(A.11)
The first implication follows from (A.9) and the fact that pχipξNiq Ď Xi for all ξNi P ΞNi , while the second
implication follows from (A.9) and (A.10). Finally, this feasible solution attains a value for the objective
function of Problem pL : SCpξi, ζNiq,FpRNx,iqq which is equal or larger than the value attained for the
objective function of Problem pPN : SCpξNiqq, that is:
Mř
i“1
max
ξiPΞi,ζNiPXNi
Ji
`
χipξi, ζNiq,Ψipξi, ζNiq
˘
ě
Mř
i“1
max
ξNiPΞNi
Ji
`
χipξi, rpχjpξNj qsjPNiq,Ψipξi, rpχjpξNj qsjPNiq˘
“
Mř
i“1
max
ξNiPΞNi
Ji
`pχipξNiq, pΦipξNiq˘
where again the first implication follows from (A.9) and the fact that pχipξNiq Ď Xi for all ξNi P ΞNi , while
the second implication follows from (A.9) and (A.10). 
Proof of Theorem 4. We consider the 3-Satisfiability problem (3-SAT) for a set N “ t1, . . . , nu literals
and m clauses, which seeks to find a solution x P t0, 1un that satisfies
xi,1 ` xi,2 ` p1´ xi,3q ě 1,@i “ 1, . . . ,m (A.12)
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where xi,1, xi,2, xi,1 P t0, 1u are auxiliary variables that allow us to reformulate the disjunction of n literals
into a conjunction of m clauses [56].
We also consider the following robust optimization problem with decision-dependent uncertainty set:
min
řm
i“1 maxp´αiq
s.t. xi,1, xi,2 ě 0,
αi P Xipxi,1, xi,2q “ tαi : αi ě xi,1, αi ě xi,2, αi ď 1u,
p1´ xi,3q ď αi, @αi P Xipxi,1, xi,2q,
xi,3 ě 0, xi,3 ď 1,
,////.////-@i “ 1, . . . ,m.
(A.13)
where αi P R are auxiliary decision variables. If we assign the decision variables xi,1, xi,2, αi to agent i1
and xi,3 to agent i2 with i “ 1, . . . ,m then it is easy to verify that Problem (A.13) is an instance of
Problem pL : SCapξi, ζNiq,FCCpRNx,iqq involving 2m agents. We now prove using similar theoretical tools
as those developed in [57, Thm. 1] that the optimal value of Problem (A.13) is ´m if and only if the 3-SAT
problem in (A.12) has a solution. We do so as follows: piq we assume that the 3-SAT problem has a solution,
i.e., there exist x P t0, 1un such that (A.12) is satisfied. This implies that either of the terms xi,1, xi,2 or
1 ´ xi,3 is one, hence αi “ 1 for all i “ 1, . . . ,M due to the constraints in Problem (A.13). This leads
to an optimal objective value of at least ´m for Problem (A.13); piiq We now prove by contradiction that
the optimal objective of Problem (A.13) can not be smaller than ´m. If so then there must exists αi such
that αi ą 1 which contradicts the constraint αi ď 1. Hence, if Problem (A.13) is solved to optimality, i.e.,řm
i“1 maxp´αiq “ ´m, then αi “ 1 for all i “ 1, . . . ,m. In this case, at least one of the terms xi,1, xi,2 or
1´xi,3 is one otherwise the uncertainty set Xi is not a singleton and an αi “ maxtxi,1, xi,2, 1´xi,3u ă 1 is also
valid which would then give an optimal objective
řm
i“1 maxp´αiq ą ´m. This however clearly contradicts
the assumption that Problem (A.13) is solved to optimality.
Therefore, solving the optimization Problem (A.13) is equivalent to trying to find a feasible solution for
the 3-SAT problem. However, as shown in [56] the feasibility of the 3-SAT problem is known NP-hard, hence
the optimization Problem (A.13) is also NP-hard. 
Proof of Proposition 1. The recession cone of a set Si is defined as reccpSiq “ tνi P Rnix : si ` λνi P
Si,@si P Si, λ ě 0u [58]. The fact that Si is bounded implies that the recession cone of Si is empty, i.e.,
reccpSiq “ t0u. We now show that,
XFS “
!
pxi, yi, ziq : Dsi P RNx,i s.t. xi “
Kiÿ
k“1
yi,kPi,ksi ` zi, Gi,kPi,ksi ĺKi,k gi,k, k “ 1, . . . ,Ki
)
is equivalent to
pXFS “ !pxi, yi, ziq : Dνi,k P RNx,i s.t. xi “ Kiÿ
k“1
Pi,kνi,k ` zi, Gi,kPi,kνi,k ĺKi,k yi,kgi,k, k “ 1, . . . ,Ki
)
It is easy to verify that this deduction also holds true in case that yi,k are positive scalar by using the
substitution νi,k “ yi,ksi. In the case that any yi,k “ 0 then it remains to show that the only feasible solution
is νi,k “ 0 so that the equality νi,k “ yi,ksi to hold. Assume that this is not the case, i.e., there exist νi,k ‰ 0.
Then, νi,k P reccpSiq which means that the Si recedes in the direction of νi,k. However, this is a contradicts
the boundedness of Si. 
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Preliminaries for the proof of Theorem 5
The following lemma establishes constraint satisfaction between Problem (L : SCpξi, sNiq,FAT pSiq) and
Problem (L : SCpξi, ζNiq,FAT pSiq).
Lemma 1. Given yi and zi such that pXipyi, ziq, then for any two functions fi,t and gi,t, it holds:
fi,tpζtNi , ξtiq ď 0, @ζNi P pXNipyNi , zNiq, @ξi P Ξi,
ñ fi,t
`rLtjpstjqsjPNiq, ξti˘ ď 0, @sNi P SNi , @ξi P Ξi, (A.14)
and
gi,tpstNi , ξtq ď 0, @sNi P SNi , @ξi P Ξi,
ñ gi,t
`rRtjpζtjqsjPNi , ξti˘ ď 0, @ζNi P pXNipyNi , zNiq, @ξi P Ξi. (A.15)
Proof. We prove (A.14) by contradiction. Assume that fi,tpζtNi , ξtiq ď 0,@ζNi P pXNipyNi , zNiq, @ξi P Ξi, and
there exist sNi P SNi such that fi,t
`rLtjpstjqsjPNiq, ξti˘ ą 0. Considering that rLtjpstjqsjPNi P pX pyNi , zNiq for all
sNi P SNi by construction, this leads to a contradiction. The proof of (A.15) follows similar arguments. 
Proof of Theorem 5. We show that every feasible solution of Problem (L : SCpξi, sNiq,FAT pSiq) is fea-
sible in Problem (L : SCpξi, ζNiq,FAT pSiq). Let ppΓi, pXiq for all i P M be a feasible solution in Prob-
lem (L : SCpξi, sNiq,FAT pSiq). Since the state of agent i evolve according to (1), we can conclude that
at time t we have
xi,t“ Ati,1xi,1 `
t´1ÿ
τ“1
´
Ati,τ`1Bi,τ pYNi,τsNi,τ ` zNi,τ q `Ati,τ`1Di,τpΓi,τ pξτ´1i , sτNiq `Ati,τ`1Ei,τξi,τ¯
“: pχi,tpξt´1i , st´1Ni q
where where Ati,τ “ Ai,τAi,τ`1 . . . Ai,t´1 for τ ă t and Ati,t “ I. To show that pΓi is feasible in Prob-
lem (L : SCpξi, ζNiq,FAT pSiq), we first construct the state of agent i which evolves according to xi “
fi
`
ζNi ,
pΓipξi, sNiq, ξi˘. Starting with rχi,1 “ xi,1, we have that
xi,t“ Ati,1xi,1 `
t´1ÿ
τ“1
´
Ati,τ`1Bi,τζNi,τ `Ati,τ`1Di,τpΓi,τ pξτ´1i , sτNiq `Ati,τ`1Ei,τξi,τ¯
“ Ati,t´1xi,1 `
t´1ÿ
τ“1
´
Ati,τ`1Bi,τζNi `Ati,τ`1Di,τpΓi,τ pξτ´1i , rRτj pζτj qsjPNiq `Ati,τ`1Ei,τξi,τ¯
“ pχi,t `ξt´1i , rRt´1j pζt´1j qsjPNi˘
“: rχi,t `ξt´1i , ζt´1Ni ˘ .
(A.16)
where the implications follow due to the mapping (8). For each i P M, we consider the decision rΨip¨q P
SCpξi, ζNiq defined through rΨi,t `ξt´1i , ζtNi˘ “ pΓi,t `ξt´1i , rRtjpζtjqsjPNi˘ . (A.17)
Notice that (A.17) defines a valid policy construction due to the mapping (8). It remains to show that pΓi is
feasible also for the constraints of Problem (L : SCpξi, ζNiq,FAT pSiq). We do so using deduction, as follows:`pχipξi, sNiq, pΓipξi, sNiq˘ P Oi, @ξi P Ξi,@sNi P SNi ,
ùñ `pχipξi, rRjpζjqsjPNiq, pΓipξi, rRjpζjqsjPNiq˘ P Oi, @ξi P Ξi,@ζNi P pXNi ,
ùñ `rχipξi, ζNiq, rΨipξi, ζNiq˘ P Oi, @ξi P Ξi,@ζNi P pXNi ,
(A.18)
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where the implications directly follow from (A.16) and (A.17), and Lemma 1. Same reasoning applies to all
constraints in the problem formulation. This feasible solution attains the same value, `, for the objective
functions of Problem (L : SCpξi, sNiq,FAT pSiq) and Problem (L : SCpξi, ζNiq,FAT pSiq), that is:
` “
Mř
i“1
max
ξiPΞ,sNiPSNi
Ji
`pχipξi, sNiq, pΓipξi, sNiq˘
“
#
Ji
`pχipξi, sNiq, pΓipξi, sNiq˘ ď `i, @ξi P Ξi,@sNi P SNiřM
i“1 `i “ `,
+
“
#
Ji
`pχipξi, rRjpζjqsjPNiq, pΓipξi, rRjpζjqsjPNiq˘ ď `i, @ξi P Ξi,@ζNi P pXNiřM
i“1 `i “ `,
+
“
Mř
i“1
max
ξiPΞi,ζNiP pXNi Ji
`rχipξi, ζNiq, rΨipξi, ζNiq˘ “ `.
(A.19)
The implications directly follow from (A.16) and (A.17), and Lemma 1.
Similarly, we now show that every feasible solution of Problem (L : SCpξi, ζNiq,FAT pSiq) is feasible in Prob-
lem (L : SCpξi, sNiq,FAT pSiq). Let p rΨi, pXiq for all i PM be feasible in Problem (L : SCpξi, ζNiq,FAT pSiq).
Since the state of agent i evolve according to (1), we can conclude that at time t we have
xi,t“ Ati,1xi,1 `
t´1ÿ
τ“1
´
Ati,τ`1Bi,τζNi,τ `Ati,τ`1Di,τ rΨi,τ pξτ´1i , ζτNiq `Ati,τ`1Ei,τξi,τ¯
“: rχi,tpξt´1i , ζt´1Ni q
(A.20)
To show that rΨi is feasible in Problem (L : SCpξi, sNiq,FAT pSiq), we first construct the state of agent i which
evolves according to xi “ fi
`
YNisNi ` zNi , rΨipξi, ζNiq, ξi˘. Starting with pχi,1 “ xi,1, we have that
xi,t“ Ati,1xi,1 `
t´1ÿ
τ“1
´
Ati,τ`1Bi,τ pYNi,τsNi,τ ` zNi,τ q `Ati,τ`1Di,τ rΨi,tpξτ´1i , ζτNiq `Ati,τ`1Ei,τξi,τ¯
“ Ati,1xi,1 `
t´1ÿ
τ“1
´
Ati,τ`1Bi,τ rLj,τ psj,τ qsjPNi `Ati,τ`1Di,τ rΨi,tpξτ´1i , rLτj psτj qsjPNiq `Ati,τ`1Ei,τξi,τ¯
“ rχi,t `ξt´1i , rLt´1j pst´1j qsjPNi˘
“: pχi,t `ξt´1i , st´1Ni ˘ .
(A.21)
where the implications follow due to the mapping (7). For each i P M, we consider the decision pΓip¨q P
SCpξi, sNiq defined through pΓi,t `ξt´1i , stNi˘ “ rΨi,t `ξt´1i , rLtjpstjqsjPNi˘ . (A.22)
Notice that (A.22) defines a valid policy construction due to the mapping (7). It remains to show that pΓi is
feasible also for the constraints of Problem (L : SCpξi, sNiq,FAT pSiq). We do so using deduction, as follows:`rχipξi, ζNiq, rΨipξi, ζNiq˘ P Oi, @ξi P Ξi,@ζNi P pXNi ,
ùñ `rχipξi, rLjpsjqsjPNiq, rΨipξi, rLjpsjqsjPNiq˘ P Oi, @ξi P Ξi,@sNi P SNi ,
ùñ `pχipξi, sNiq, pΓipξi, sNiq˘ P Oi, @ξi P Ξi,@sNi P SNi ,
(A.23)
where the implications directly follow from (A.21) and (A.22), and Lemma 1. Same reasoning applies to all
constraints in the problem formulation. This feasible solution attains the same value, `, for the objective
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functions of Problem (L : SCpξi, ζNiq,FAT pSiq) and Problem (L : SCpξi, sNiq,FAT pSiq), that is:
` “
Mř
i“1
max
ξiPΞi,ζNiP pXNi Ji
`rχipξi, ζNiq, rΨipξi, ζNiq˘
“
#
Ji
`rχipξi, ζNiq, rΨipξi, ζNiq˘ ď `i, @ξi P Ξi,@ζNi P pXNi ,řM
i“1 `i “ `,
+
“
#
Ji
`rχipξi, rLjpsjqsjPNiq, rΨipξi, rLjpsjqsjPNiq˘ ď `i, @ξi P Ξi,@sNi P SNi ,řM
i“1 `i “ `,
+
“
Mř
i“1
max
ξiPΞi,sNiPSNi
Ji
`pχipξi, sNiq, pΓipξi, sNiq˘ “ `.
(A.24)
The implications directly follow from (A.21) and (A.22), and Lemma 1. 
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